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work on sessions most other entries contain only a cursory introduction
and none has either a description of characters or bibliography it would
have been commendable had holmes been able to bring to the other
accounts in this volume the fine editorial work he displays in his work
on the sessions diary

in spite of these shortcomings kenneth L holmes has compiled
a well balanced enjoyable book that should be of interest to all readers
concerned with the study of women the frontier movement and
mormonism this type of documentary history although until recent
years considered somewhat esoteric should be encouraged for it can
open entirely new avenues of investigation when handled by skilled
historians

A comanswomans choices the relief society legacy lectures salt lake city
deseret book co 1984 189 ppap 7957.95795

reviewed byjessieby jessiejessle L embry oral history program director charles redd center for
western studies brigham young university

I1 read A comanswomans choices twice once with my scholarly eyes looking
for every error because I1 always got better grades on my book reviews in
graduate school when I1 was critical rather than complimentary of a book
then I1 studied the book with my spiritual eyes as somerset maugham
suggests as quoted by elaine shaw sorensen to gain intellectual
and moral stimulus he explains one soon tires of a book that does
not make him feel now and then like getting up and walking the floor
under the impulse of some larger vision of truth 19

not all the articles satisfied my scholarly and spiritual appetites only
some led me to some larger vision of truth I1 enjoyed carolyn rasmuss

the gift and power of the holy ghost because she told her
experiences with mormonism in a lively style so it was not just one
more conversion story joann ottley s A musical stewardship
teacher of life was a delightful story of how one couple juggled two
music careers and a family life eileen gibbons kump painted a
beautiful picture of enjoying life in the bread and milk of living
I1 enjoyed reading eleanor knowlessknodlessKnowless the scriptures A personal
odyssey in which she explained the publication of the new latter day
saint scriptures however my favorite essay was sharon L staplessaplesssnaplessSt

stress A matter of choice she gave a balanced definition of stress
and how to deal with it which got me walking the floor other than
the stress article I1 enjoyed the personal essays the most the authors
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of these essays explained how they dealt with their situations in life
avoiding a tone of judgment which suggested their decisions were the
only ways to accomplish results they had simply selected one road to
travel which had led to both successes and failures

other essays disappointed me I1 expected more understanding
too often when we as women have tried to defend our choices we
have become defensive in order to justify our decisions we have felt
we needed to show that everyone else was wrong for example some
women who chose a formal education have appeared to look down on
women who married right after high school and did not go on for further
education women working outside the home have argued they were
spending quality time rather than quantity time in their homes on
the other hand women who stayed home with their children have
explained that quality time was not enough quantity was also needed
for example when I1 read beppie harrisons A deliberate choice
staying at home I1 felt she presented the virtues of her life by
stepping on those who followed another path sally peterson brintonsBrintons
the blessing of music in the home gave some valuable tips on

how to include music in the home but implied she had to choose
between being a mother or a concert pianist both careers could
not be combined although these essays attempted to say this
is only my choice I1 felt an underlying tone of but I1 am right
and you are wrong since my life decisions have been different I1

especially appreciated barbara smith s relief society A story of new
beginnings and her comments as general president of the relief
society comments which pointed to various experiences and did not
limit womens possibilities

my personal feelings about the book were mixed I1 had more
negative scholarly reactions the charles redd center for western
studies at BYU has published its lecture series as monographs and
I1 have been an editor for some of them I1 found it difficult as an editor
to change a talk into a publishable document sometimes the speaker
included a story which referred to a current event and although everyone
in the audience immediately reacted my dilemma was to decide if a
reader twenty years later could understand the reference I1 also learned
a joke was not always as funny when read in other words lectures
needed to be altered to be readable I1 did not find that type of careful
editing in this book nearly all the articles read like talks and I1 did
not always understand only one year later the experiences the
speakers were referring to they could be even more confusing to a
future reader

other material was valuable when spoken but lost some of its
crispness when put into writing the writers craft delight in the
ordinary by ardeth kapp vernice pere and marilyn arnold was
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probably a delightful lecture 1I would have enjoyed hearing kapp and
pere read their writings emphasizing the words and ideas they felt were
important arnolds comments would have helped the listeners examine
the writings as literary pieces As a discussion it would have been useful
as a transcript it was cold and awkward I1 felt the same way about
elaine cannons finding our peace on earth cannon has a lively
speaking style which many enjoy but again speaking requires different
skills than writing and I1 found her essay difficult to read

I1 do not understand why deseret book published A momany
choices iflf it was to give women who live outside of salt lake city
a chance to share the legacy lectures or if it was to give women who
heard the talks time to rethink the messages the book has some value
personally I1 would rather have listened to tapes of the proceedings
than to have had to read the talks exactly as they were presented
although the book will be read and enjoyed by LDS women a little
more thought and editing could have made it a masterpiece which
truly defines the choices women face


